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' DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY 
WASHINGTON. D.C 20220 

April 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

Subject: Status of Tax Provisions in the 
Economic Stimulus Bill 

This memorandum deals with the tax portion of the 
economic stimulus package now being considered on the Senate 
floor. Although final Senate action is not expected until 
early next week, it now appears that the following pro
visions will be considered by the House-Senate conferees. 
(The rebate proposal is not mentioned in view of the fact 
that the Senate has now deleted it and the House is expected 
to agree to this chapge. In addition, the extension of 
existing tax cuts--$7.8 billion--is omitted because this is 
in both bills and the,:r:e is no argument on this,) 

The full year revenue loss for the principal components 
of the bills would be: 

House 
(~n 

Individual Tax Cuts -$5.2 -$6.0----, ~·./ 
(standard deduction changes, 
but ignoring rebate) 

Business Tax Cuts 
Miscellaneous Provisions 

Total 

-$2.4 -$2.9 
-$0.4 

-$7.6 -$9.3 

The provisions referred to above are analyzed briefly 
below: 

A. Revenue Effect 
FY 1977 Full Year 

House--The House bill has a flat standard 
deduction of $2 ,_400 for single 
individuals and $J_,_Q00 for married 

• couples filing joint returns. (Under 
existing law the standard deduction 
ranges from a minimum of $1,700 for 
single returns and $2,100 for joint 
returns to a maximum of $2,400 and 
$2,800, respectively.) 

-$1.8 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

ApTil ZZ, 1977 

Stu Eizenstat 

The attached waa returned in 
the President's outbox. It j.., 
!or-rded to you !or appropriate 
handli!lg. 

Re: 

Rick Hutcheson 

Status of Tax Provisions in 
the Economic Stimulus 

Bill 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

within 
due to 

Secretary 
next day 
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FY 1977 Full Year 

Senate--The Senate bill has a flat standard -$2.0 -$6.0 
deduction of $2,200 for single individuals 
and $3,200 for-heads of households 
and married couples filing joint 
returns. 

Cormnent--The Administration proposed a ~/.' 
flat standard deduction of $2,200 for 
single individuals and $3,000 for 
married couples filing joint returns. 
Although both Houses have accepted 
the "flat standard deduction" concept 
proposed by the Administration, the 
Senate version is preferable because 
it reduces the "marriage penalty" 
relative to the House bill. The 
Conference Committee might compromise 
on $2,300 for singles and $3,100 for 
couples. 

B. Business Tax Credits 

House--The House bill has a jobs credit -$0.7 
generally equal to 40 percent of the 
first $4,200 of wages paid subject to 
the Federal Unemployment Tax Act 
(FUTA). However, this credit would 
apply only to the extent an employer 
increased its employment by at least 
3 percent over the prior year (this 
is the "incremental" aspect of the 
credit). The credit can not exceed 
$40,000 ~ _ye_ar (this is the cap and 
means it covers only 24 employees per 
employer). 

Senate--The Senate bill has an optional -$1.1 
business credit. The taxpayer may 
choose between (l) an additional 2 
percent investment credit (for a 
total investment credit of generally 
12 percent) or (2) a jobs credit 

• similar to the one approved by the 
House, but at a 50 percent rate on 
the first $4,200 of FUTA wages and an 
annual credit ceiling of $100,000 
(this covers 48 eJ!!P_lQYe_es per employer). 
The 50 percent :rate and the $100,000 
cap were added on the Senate floor. 
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FY1977 Full Year 

Comment--With the jobs credit in both 
bills the Conference Committee will 
have to approve a jobs credit--either 
separately or as an alternative to 
the 12 percent investment credit 
passed by the Senate. The 
best resolution we can hope for is a 
jobs credit along the lines of the 
House bill, either with or without 
an optional 2 percent investment tax 
credit. The full-year revenue loss 
from such a proposal could range from 
about $2,2 billion to about $2.9 
billion. The jots credit, despite 
our continued opposition, is very 
popular in both the House and Senate 
because they believe (we disagree) 
it will provide new jobs, Small 
business also supports it. 

C. Miscellaneous Provisions in the Senate Bill 

The Senate bill has several additional 
provisions, most of which seek to modify the 
impact of the Tax Reform Act of 1976, The 
most important of these are summarized 
below. We also anticipate that additional 
amendments might be added on the Senate 
floor. 

(1) The bill would eliminate the interest 
and penalties resulting for 1976 from 
retroactive changes made by the 1976 
Act. 

(2) The 1976 Act substantially restricts 
the extent to which employees can 
receive sick pay on a tax-free basis. 
This change took effect on January 1, 
•1976. The Senate bill would postpone 
the effective date until January 1, 
1977. 

-$0.015 

-$0,327 
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Treasury Department 
support this provision in 

separate legislation, primarily 
because of its revenue loss in 
fiscal year 1977 ($327 million) and 
because of administrative problems 
arising from making this change in 
tax law for 1976 at this late date, 
Nevertheless, this amendment 
has overwhelming support in both 
Houses and among representatives of 
organized labor. It would be difficult 
to oppose.' 

(3) The 1976 Act restricts the extent 
to which overseas workers can exclude 
their earned income from u.s, taxation 
(under Code section 911) . The 
Senate bill would postpone the 
effective date of this change from 
January 1, 1976 to January 1, 1977, 

Comment--The Treasury Department has 
opposed this change for reasons 
similar to those stated with respect 
to the sick pay provisions. However, 
support for this provision, although 
strong, is not as overwhelming as 
for the sick pay exclusion. 

(4) As a result of changes made by the 
1976 Act, gambling winnings of more 
than $1,000 are now subject to 
withholding at a 20 percent rate. In 
the case of sweepstakes, wagering 
pools, and certain lotteries, this 
withholding requirement applies 
regardless of the odds. we under
stand that an amendment will be 
offered on the Senate floor to 
eliminate the withholding requirement 
on gambling winnings from horse 
races, dog races, and jai alai unless 
the odds are at least 300 to 1. 

amendment represents a 
Treasury staff has 

staff members on the 

F¥1977 Full Year 
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Hill. We believe it is acceptable, 
especially in view of the fact that 
it would retain the requirement that 
a race track must report winnings of 
over $600 to the IRS. 

/Zc;X' ~~~~. Woodworth 
~~tant Secretary 

for Tax Policy 
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Distribution of Tax Cut Between Individuals and Business 

In terms of fiscal year budget receipts, the tax cut is distri-

buted as follows: 

Senate bill 

Individuals: 
Standard deduction 
Extension of general tax credit 
Extension of earned income credit 
Sick pay, foreign income, etc. 

Total individual 

Business: 
Jobs credit 
Investment credit 
Extension of small business cuts 

Total business 

Total tax cut 

House bill (without rebate) 

Individuals 
BUsiness 

Total 

(billions of 
FY 77 

1.5 

0.4 
1.9 

0.7 
0.4 

---1.1 

3.0 

1.4 
0.7 
'2.'1 

dollars) 
FY 78 

8.1 
5.5 .,_ 
1.3J.-

14':9 

1.7 
1.2 
I.o..--
3.9 

18.9 

15.0 
3.4 

18.4 
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In terms of tax liability for calendar year 1978, the year 

in which the tax cuts are fully effective, the tax cuts are distributed 

as follows: 

Senate bill 

Individuals: 
Standard deduction 
Extension of earned income credit 
Extension of general tax credit 

Total individual 
Business: 

Total 

Investment credit 
Jobs credit 
Extension of small business cuts 

Total business 

House bill 

Individuals 
Business 

Total 

(billions of dollars) 

6.0 
1.3 

10.7 
18.0 

1.2 
1.7 
2.3 
5.2 

23.2 

17.0 
4.7 

21.7 
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THE: WHITE: HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

April 22, 1977 

Stu Eizenstat -

The attached was just returned in the 
President's outbox and is forwarded to 
you for appropriate action. 

Frank Moore would very much like 
this to go up this afternoon. 

Rick Hutcheson 

cc; Frank Moore 
Jack Watson 
Peter Bourne 

Re: Health Message 



T"'E WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGiON 

secretary 
next day 



TKE WKITE KOUSE 

WASKINGTON 

Mr. President: 

Comments from Watson and Bourne, 
and memos from Califano on 
the CHAP program and cost 
containment are attached. 

The message is scheduled to go 
to the Hill on Monday. Frank 
would like to be able to take 
advance copies of the message 
to key Members of Congress 
today, if you approve the 
message. 

TWO SIGNATURES REQUESTED on 

the attached Message to 
Congress. 

--Rick 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

THE PRESIDENT 

STU EIZENSTAT 
JOE ONEK 
BOB HAVELY 

Health Message 

Attached is the health message, summaries of the hospital 
cost containment and children's health legislation, and 
memoranda from Secretary Califano containing analyses of 
the two bills. Our views below incorporate OMB's positions 
and analysis. The message has been reviewed and improved 
by Jim Fallows' staff and has been approved by HEW. 

I. Cost Containment. 

Forty percent of all health spending goes for hospitalization. 
Hospitals are by far the largest component of the health sec
tor, as well as the fastest growing (15 percent per year, as 
opposed to the annual CPI increase of six percent). While a 
long-term prospective reimbursement system is being prepared, 
the cost containment program will restrain increases in the 
reimbursements which hospitals receive from all sources: 
Medicare, Medicaid, Blue Cross, commercial insurers, and in
dividuals. The limit will be set using a formula which not 
only reflects general inflation, but also extends an additional 
allowance to hospitals for improving the quality of their care. 
Based on current trends, the limit for FY 1978 will be 
approximately nine percent. 

The legislation also establishes a limit on new capital 
investment by hospitals. This limit will be allocated to the 
states through a population-based formula. Further, the con
struction of new hospital beds will be prohibited in areas 
where excess bed capacity exists. These capital expenditure 
provisions will have little or no FY 1978 budget impact, but 
they are crucial to long-term cost containment. 
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A. legislation contains a pass-
above the nine percent limit 

to The pass-through 
months, Secretary of HEW certifies 

continue. Organized labor demanded a wage 
pass-through, and threatened to oppose the bill if such a 
provision were not included. CEA Chairman Schultze origi
nally opposed the pass-through as inconsistent with the 
Administration's anti-inflation pOlicy, but he has since 
withdrawn his objection. 

The wage pass-through will allow hospitals to collect increased 
reimbursements to a small, but not precisely predictable, ex
tent. In addition, its presence may generate pressure on the 
Hill for other pass-throughs -- for energy costs, for example. 
On balance, however, we believe the advantage of avoiding 
union apposition to our entire cast containment effort is 
worth these risks. OMB also believes that although the pass
through lacks programmatic merit, it is politically necessary. 

B. The Role of the States. The hospital reimbursement 
limit will be administered by the federal government. The few 
states with on-going cost containment programs will be able to 
continue their own regulatory approaches if they meet the fed
eral program's objectives. The states will also play major 
roles in the exceptions process and in allocating capital ex
penditures. Further, the legislation permits states to impose 
limits on Medicaid more rigorous than the federal limitations. 
Any greater state role would encounter organized labor's an
tipathy toward state regulation. Although some Governors may 
argue for a broader state role, we believe the federal/state 
balance in the bill is correct, both substantively and 
politically. 

II. Child Health Assessment Program (CHAP). 

You have previously approved the broad outlines of the CHAP 
program, which modifies the existing EPSDT program. HEW's 
specific legislative proposal is within the estimates in your 
1978 budget. The legislation would raise from 55 percent to 
aver 75 percent the average federal payment to the states for 
health care provided to children whose health needs are assessed 
under the program. Second, it extends benefits to children 
under age six whose family income makes them eligible for as
sitance but who do not meet additional state eligibility 
requirements. Finally, it encourages states to assure the 
availability of comprehensive health providers for low-
income children. Projected FY 1978 cast: $155 million; 
FY 1981: $382 million. 
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A. The legislation 
extends under age 
six. to all low-
income children under age 21, change would add $120 
million to the federal budget in 1978 and approximately 
$40 million to state Medicaid budgets. OMB is concerned 
that the Congress may pass this extension, thereby increas
ing federal expenditures in 1978 through 1981. HEW counters 
that this is unlikely because the states will strenuously 
object, and because the Congressional budget limits will 
make such additions difficult. We believe HEW is correct. 

B. Other Issues. OMB also points out that the HEW 
proposal comm~ts the federal government to a 75 percent 
match for certain Medicaid services, and is concerned that 
this step will be a precedent for a higher federal share 
for all Medicaid services. OMB would like to consider 
alternatives, such as an annual $180 million children's 
health grant program to the states. You have previously 
approved this increased match. 

C. Summary. OMB suggests that the health message either 
exclude reference to CHAP, or refer only generally to it and 
allow time for additional work on the program. However, un
less we go forward with CHAP the Administration's health 
initiatives will be limited to cost containment. Furthermore, 
given the Congressional budget deadlines, little additional 
time remains in any case for further work on the program. 

HEW maintains that this program is necessary to fulfill an 
important commitment of yours. While this legislation and 
the process that produced it have been far from perfect, we 
agree. We believe OMB's objections are not major, and 
suggest we proceed with the health message with the CHAP 
program intact. 

III. Procedures. 

A. Press Briefing. Current plans call for Secretary 
Califano to announce these programs Monday morning (4/25/77) 
in the White House. The timing and logistics of the announce
ment have been arranged to accomodate your participation if 
you so desire. We strongly recommend that you precede 
Secretary Califano's briefing with a few words to the press 
indicating your strong personal support for the cost contain
ment" program. 

B. Additional Activity. A brief cover letter to each 
Governor and Member of Congress highlighting the legislation 
and urging their support is scheduled to go out over your 
signature on Monday morning, if you agree. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

April 22, 1977 

MEMORANDUM TO: 

FROM• 

SUBJECT: 

(1) We believe that the cost containment message 
would be more palatable to hospital interests if a paragraph 
such as the following were inserted (just before the conclud
ing paragraph on hospital cost controls on page 5): 

"We are initiating our cost containment effort 
with hospitals because hospitals represent such 
a large share of our national medical service ; 
expenditure. We fully reali:>:e, of course, that 1'/t 
hospitals comprise only one element of a large 
and complex health care system, and that it will 
be necessary to develop other cost containment 
measures, H 

(2} We suggest deletion of the sentence in ~ p-~· ~ 
paragraph three on page four which states: :J O..t~ • 

~It places no restrictions on the hospital's ,r/-; 
ability to determine its charges for any service." 

Although the statement may be technically true, it 
is obvious that a ceiling on reimbursement levels has direct 
implications for charges. Some hospital advocates will con
sider the statement a gratuitous insult, and it is not needed 
for the rest of the paragraph's meaning to be clear. 

(3) With regard to the CHAP program, we strongly ~-A 
concur with Stu's recommendation that we go forward with 
that part of the message. 

• (You might be interested to know that the HEW report 
on EPSDT for the final quarter of 1976 showed Georgia leading 
the nation in EPSDT screens for children. Approximately three 
out of every four children screened had conditions requiring 
referral for treatment. A major problem in follow-through is 
the low participation rate in Medicaid of physicians. The 
CHAP program has provisions which will encourage the develop
ment of comprehensive health care providers for children.) 
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.MEMOKANIH 'M 

'1'0: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

April 22, 1977 

Rick Hutcheson 

Peter Bourne f.f!J. 
Health Message 

I have not received a copy of the legislation so it 
is impossible for me to comment on other than the 
statement to Congress. However, here are my thoughts 
on the statement: 

PGB:ss 

A specific statement should be included about 
the importance of consumers to actively in
volve themselves in state regulatory programs. 
The burden of responsibility to make the 
Health Systems Agencies operate effectively 
throughout the nation falls equally on providers 
and consumers, we should therefore, acknowledge 
and encourage the vital role which consumers 
play in containing rising hospital and other 
medical costs. 

Following up on this theme, the statement 
should encourage all states to meet federal 
cost containment criteria embodied in the 
National Health Planning and Resources 
Development Act of 1974, which is being ex
tended, thus encouraging a broader state 
authority without diminishing federal 
responsibility. 
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Rick -

THE WHJTE HOWSE 

WASHINGTON 

Bob Linder received the changes 
hom Stu Bizenstat's office on 
Health Message--- from what 
he said it would appear that the 
last page will not have to be 
changed. 

1 made a copy of all the notes the 
President made-on the cover memos 
---I think we should keep the 
originals with handwriting, however, 
after our conversation the other day 
you might want to review what is 
being sent with the message. to fUe. 

Trudy 
'-"·> '1''-<'itl, 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

April 22, 1977 

Stu Eizenstat -

The attached was just returned in the 
President's outbox and is forwarded to 
you for appropriate action. 

Frank Moore would vel"y much like 
this to go up this afternoon. 

Rick Hutcheson 

cc: Frank Moore 
Jack Wahon 
Peter Bourne 

Re: Health Message 

/ 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

Mr. President: 

Comments from Watson and Bourne, 
and memos from Cal_ifano on 
the CHAP program and cost 
containment are attached. 

The message is scheduled to go 
to the Hill on Monday. Frank 
would like to be able to take 
advance copies of the message 
to key Members of Congress 
today, if you approve the 
message. 

TWO SIGNATURES REQUESTED on 

the attached Message to 
Congress. 

--Rick 



MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINCTON 

TliE PRESIDENT 

STU EIZENSTAT 
JOE ONEK 
BOB HAVELY 

Health Message 

Attached is the health message, summaries of the hospital 
cost containment and children's health legislation, and 
memoranda from Secretary Califano containing analyses of 
the two bills. Our views below incorporate OMB's positions 
and analysis. The message has been reviewed and improved 
by Jim Fallows' staff and has been approved by HEW. 

I. Cost Containment. 

Forty percent of all health spending goes for hospitalization. 
Hospitals are by far the largest component of the health sec
tor, as well as the fastest growing (15 percent per year, as 
opposed to the annual CPI increase of six percent) . While a 
long-term prospective reimbursement system is being prepared, 
the cost containment program will restrain increases in the 
reimbursements which hospitals receive from all sources: 
Medicare, Medicaid, Blue Cross, commercial insurers, and in
dividuals. The limit will be set using a formula which not 
only reflects general inflation, but also extends an additional 
allowance to hospitals for improving the quality of their care. 
Based on current trends, the limit for FY 1978 will be 
approximately nine percen~-· 

The legislation also establishes a limit on new capital 
investment by hospitals. This limit will be allocated to the 
states through a population-based formula. Further, the con
struction of new hospital beds will be prohibited in areas 
where excess bed capacity exists. These capital expenditure 
provisions will have little or no FY 1978 budget impact, but 
they are crucial to long-term cost containment. 
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A. The iegislation contains a pass-
through above the nine percent limit 
granted The pass-through 
terminates months, Secretary of HEW certifies 
that it should continue. Organized labor demanded a wage 
pass-through, and threatened to oppose the bill if such a 
provision were not included. CEA Chairman Schultze origi
nally opposed the pass-through as inconsistent with the 
Administration's anti-inflation policy, but he has since 
withdrawn his objection. 

The wage pass-through will allow hospitals to collect increased 
reimbursements to a small, but not precisely predictable, ex
tent. In addition, its presence may generate pressure on the 
Hill for other pass-throughs -- for energy costs, for example. 
On balance, however, we believe the advantage of avoiding 
union opposition to our entire cost containment effort is 
worth these risks. OMB also believes that although the pass
through lacks programmatic merit, it is politically necessary. 

B. The Role of the States. The hospital reimbursement 
limit will be admin~stered by the federal government. The few 
states with on-going cost containment programs will be able to 
continue their own regulatory approaches if they meet the fed
eral program's objectives. The states will also play major 
roles in the exceptions process and in allocating capital ex
penditures. Further, the legislation permits states to impose 
limits on Medicaid more rigorous than the federal limitations. 
Any greater state role would encounter organized labor's an
tipathy toward state regulation. Although some Governors may 
argue for a broader state role, we believe the federal/state 
balar.ce in the bill is correct, both subs-tantively and 
politically. 

II. Child Health Assessment Program (CHAP). 

You have previously approved the broad outlines of the CHAP 
program, which modifies the existing EPSDT program. HEW's 
specific legislative proposal is within the estimates in your 
1978 budget. The legislation would raise from 55 percent to 
over 75 percent the a'1erage feder"-l payment to the st,.tes for 
health care provided to children whose health needs are assessed 
under the program. Second, it extends benefits to children 
under age six whose family income makes them eligible for as
sitance but who do not meet additional state eligibility 
requirements. Finally, it encourages states to assure the 
availability of comprehensive health providers for low-
income children. Projected FY 1978 coat: $155 million; 
FY 1981: $382 million. 
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A. The legislation 
extends under age 
six. However, were extended to all low-
income children under age this change would add $120 
million to the federal budget in 1978 and approximately 
$40 million to state Medicaid budgets. OMB is concerned 
that the Congress may pass this extension, thereby increas
ing federal expenditures in 1978 through 1981. HEW counters 
that this is unlikely because the states will strenuously 
object, and because the Congressional budget limits will 
make such additions difficult. We believe HEW is correct. 

B. OMB also points out that the HEW 
proposal government to a 75 percent 
match for certain Medicaid services, and is concerned that 
this step will be a precedent for a higher federal share 
for all Medicaid services. OMB would like to consider 
alternatives, such as an annual $180 million children's 
health grant program to the states. You have previously 
approved this increased match. 

C. that the health message either 
exclude or refer only generally to it and 
allow work on the program. However, un-
less we go forward with CHAP the Administration's health 
initiatives will be limited to cost containment. Furthermore, 
given the Congressional budget deadlines, little additional 
time remains in any case for further work on the program. 

HEW maintains that this program is necessary to fulfill an 
important commitment of yours. While this legislation and 
the process that produced it have been far from perfect, we 
agree. We believe OMB's objections are not major, and 
suggest we proceed with the hElalth message with the CHAP 
program intact. 

III. Procedures. 

A. Current plans call for Secretary 
Califano Monday morning (4/25/77) 
in the White logistics of the announce-
"'"'nt have been arranged to , vonr par~-icipil.tion if 
yuu so Uos1.r0. !~e stro!lgly nccommend that you prucede 
Secretary Califano's briefing with a few words to the press 
indicating your strong personal support for the cost contain
ment prosram. 

• 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

' WASHINGTON 

April 22, 1977 

NEMORANDUM TO: THE PRESIDENT L _,/ 
J':'ck Watson ~. ,,J)('--""" FROM: 
J~m Parham -

SUBJECT: COMMENTS TH MESSAGE 

(1) We believe that the cost containment message 
would be more palatable to hospital interests if a paragraph 
such as the following were inserted (just before the conclud
ing paragraph on hospital cost controls on page 5): 

"We are initiating our cost containment effort 
with hospitals because hospitals represent such 
a large share of our national medical service 
expenditure. We fully realize, of course, that 
hospitals comprise only one element of a large 
and complex health care system, and that it will 
be necessary to develop other cost containment 
measures.~ 

(2) We suggest deletion of the sentence in p-.+.· p 

paragraph three on page four which states: ~~ ~c,., 
6 I':. places no restrictions on the hospital's r/J 
ability to determine its charges for any service." ---

Although the statement may be technically true, it 
is obvious that a ceiling on reimbursement levels has direct 
implications for charges. Some hospital advocates will con
sider the statement a gratuitous insult, and it is not needed 
for the rest of the paragraph's meaning to be clear. 

(3) With regard to the CHAP program, we strongly 
concur with Stu's recommendation that we go forward with 
that part of the message. 

/ 

(You might be interested to know that the HEW report 
on EPSDT for the final quarter of 1976 showed Georgia leading 
the nation in EPSDT screens for children. Approximately three 
out of every four children screened had conditions requiring 
referral for treatment. A major problem in follow-through is 
the low participation rate in Medicaid of physicians. The 
CHAP program has provisions which will encourage the develop
ment of comprehensive health care providers for children.) 
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Rick Hutcheson 

Peter Bourne f. fl. 
Health Message 

I .have not received a copy of the legislation so it 
is impossible for me to comment on other than the 
statement to Congress. However, here are my thoughts 
on the statement: 

PGB:ss 

A specific statement should be included about 
the importance of cons~ers to actively in
volve themselves in state regulatbry programs. 
The burden of responsibility to make the 
Health Systems Agencies operate effectively 
throughout the nation falls equally on providers 
and consumers. We should therefore, acknowledge 
and encourage the vital role which consumers 
play in containing rising hospital and other 
medical costs. 

Following up on this theme, the statement 
should encourage all states to meet federal 
co.>t cont:~inrnent criteria embodied in the 
National Health Planning and Resources 
Development Act of 1974, which is being ex
tended, thus encouraging a broader state 
authority without diminishing federal 
responsibility. 

/ 





TH>: SECRCTA~Y Q; ~E:ACT~. EDUCATION. AND WEL;ARO 

WA$HlNGTON. D. C. 20201 

April 20, 1977 

MEL1JAANOOM FOR THE PRE;SIDEm' 

SUBJOCT: Hospital Cost Containment Legislation 

As your carrpaign and FY 1978 bllCiget corrrnitrrents enphasize, hospital cost 
containment legislation is essential because it will help restrain inflation 
and because it constitutes an important first step in devising a National 
Health Insurance bill that can be enacted by Congress, After extensive 
consultation with labor, business, providers, consumers, and federal, state 
and local officials, my staff and I have developed a cost containment 
proposal which can effectively hold down costs in the short-term. If 
this proposal had been in effect in 1976, we estimate hospital costs would 
have risen 10% instead of 15%, and $750 million would have been saved 
in Medicare and the Federal share of Medicaid, 

In this memorandum, I will briefly describe the proposal's main features 
and discuss present political prospects. I am attaching a staff rcen-orandum 
that presents the proposal in greater detail, surfaces possible arguments 
against the program, and rebuts those objections. 

The program aill!S to restrain hospital cost increases in 
by limiting hospital revenue increases to a mininum 

level recognizing general inflation and including a small increment 
to allow for added intensity of patient services. 

Total hospital revenue would be restrained by limiting 
payrrents from each third~rty cost payer (MeOicare, 

Medicaid, Blue Cross) and from charge payers (insurers and self-
paying patients} as a class. 

Coverage: The program would cover the inpatient revenues of short
term acute and specialty hospitals. It would exclude new hospitals 
(those less than 2 years old} and hospitals getting at least 
75 percent of their revenue from a Federally defined Health 
Maintenance Organization. 

increases would 
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Administration of the program would be largely self-executing, 
using data routinely reported to the Medicare program. 

Exceptions: Exceptions would be permitted on only two grounds: 

(1) When there are exceptional changes in patient load (only 
3 percent of all hospitals are expected to experience such 
changes) ; and 

(2) When there are major changes in capital facilities, equipment, 
or new services and these changes are required to meet 
corrrnunity health needs. 

·~·~··:;:;:::;;,:••~ could receive a waiver from 
_ program if the state in which 

was located place fOIC one year a conprehensive cost 
containment program which can be expected to fulfill the purpooes 
of the Federal program. 

and other charity cases · an 

Each hospital would be requiced 
and cost reports filed 

with the government comnunity health systems agencies (HSA) 
would periodically ?Jblish the charge data. 

'J~!icc<~ In addition to short-term restraints 
~ bill would control inappwpriate 

capital ibm•" the hospital industry by establishing a 
national hospital capital investment which local 
health systems can awmve, The national limit would be 
allocated a population based forllllla, and the Department 
would have authority to malle adjustments in later years based on 
pq;>Ulation rroverrents, costs of construction and need for capital 
expansion or !OCldernization. An HSA could not approve net additions 
to bed suwly if there is excess capacity in the area. 



II. POLITICAL POCGPECrS 

We can expect support for your hospital cost containment proposal 
1n the following quartecs: 

We have been working closely with the learlecship and staff of 
key House committees. Congcessmen Rogers and Rostenkowski 
are expected to jointly introduce the bill, and will hold 
joint hearings the second week in May. On the senate side, 
we have a slim chance for joint sponsorship from Senators Long 
or Talmadge and Kennedy (who is already committed to your 
approach in this area). All thcee are likely to introduce, 
but they may do so separately. 

State governments struggling with rapidly increasing Medicaid 
costs will provide strong support for your bill. 

Both Blue Cross and the commercial insurance companies generally 
favor the awroach outlined above (although they still have 
differences of detail). 

Both big business and big labor are feeling the effects of 
rising hospital costs. With the wage pass-through we are 
recommending for nonsupervisory employees, labor will not 
~e your legislation, although neither labor nor OOsiness 
is likely to canpaign actively for government controls. 
Nonetheless, I have been meeting with selected business and 
labor leaders, as have merrDers of 1ey staff, and we may be able 
to develop Jrore business and labor SUHJQrt than I initially 
thought possible. 

We anticipate generally favorable press reaction to your proposal. 
We have begun a press campaign - that will soon be stepped 
up markedly - to develop public support for short-term lilnits 
on hospital revenues and long-term reform of hospital service 
expansion, delivery and financing. 

other sources of SU{l>Ort include: state cate setting COJIDlissions 
(where they exist), consumer groups, insurance commissioners, 
and selected hospital administrators. 
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On the other hand, rrost health care interests will opp:>se an 
Aallinistration proposal, although in developing your program we have 
sought to minimize opposition from the J\11\A and other non-hospital groups. 

Clearly, the most active, organized opponent of the bill will be 
the American Hospital Association. An AHA lobbying campaign against 
the proposal is already in full-swing. Officials of the Association 
have, however, indicated that they would be willing to accept restrictions 
on future capital growth. The AHA's support for certain provisions of the 
legislation can, I believe, be exploited because it will force Senators 
and CongreSSJr.en to becom; familiae with the bill in detail. MY legislative 
staff has been working hacd to persuade members not to comment negatively 
on hospital cost containment before your bill is introduced. But hospitals 
in each state will put significant pressure on individual members of 
Congress (one out of thirty employees in the United States works in a 
hospital). 

In short, hospital cost containment legislation will not be enacted 
wnless the Administration is willing to expend significant political energy. 
The precipitous rise in hospital costs is not a gut issue for most Americans 
because consumer resentment is primarily directed toward the mechanisms which 
pay for hospital cost increases - taxes and insurance premilllllS - rather 
than toward the cost increases themselves. 

There is virtual unanimity among those to whom I and my staff have 
spoken about the issue: The Administration will have to make an all-out 
effort to secure passage of the proposed legislation, Your continued personal 
involvement will be necessary to counter the strong political pressure which 
the hospitals will mount and to mobilize adequate public and Congressional 
support. 
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April 20, 1977 

THE HOSPITAL COST CXOO'AINMI'l'<T PRCGRAM: 
PR)VISICNS, JUSTIFICATIOO AND OBJOCTIOOS 

The objective of the program is to restrain hospital cost increases by 
limiting hospital revenue increases in the short term and to establish a 
system of capital allocation to reduce creation of unneeded and duplica
tive hospital facilities and services. 

U. ~c Method 

Total hospital revenue would be constrained by limiting increases in payments 
from each third-party cost payor and from charge payors as a class. 

-- Approach can be implemented and administered quickly and simply. 

It requires no new data collection or reporting forms and can be readily 
understood by the hospitals. 

It will provide immediate savings to the Medicare and Medicaid programs, 
to private insurance and the public. 

Future year savings will be even greater as hospital managers alter 
employee staffing patterns and become more cost conscious in expanding 
services and facilities. 

Possi~!?J~£!1-£!:!.. #l: 

-- Equal limits for both low-cost, efficient hospitals and those with inflated 
cost bases may be inequitable. 

Rebuttal: 
---~ 

This approach would be transitional--applied only for a short period of time 
( 1 to 3 years), and would eventually be superseded by longer term methods 
which compare the costs of each hospital with those of similar hospitals as 
a basis for determining appropriateness of each hospital's cost base. 

Data ana appropriate methodologies are not yet available to establish a 
sufficiently homogeneous grouping of hospitals to have re:iinb.Jrsell'ent based 
on relative levels of efficiency and economy. 

Possible objection f2: 

Price controls on the hospital industry, without limiting wage increases, 
or the prices of goods hospitals must purchase, places an unfair burden 
on hospitals. 
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Rebuttal: --
'.Phe program limit would be set high enough to acc0l1111Xlate general economic 
price trends. 

The program would allow a pass-through of higher wages for nonsupervisory 
workers during its first 18 months. 

Special cost problems, such as medical malpractice premium increases, 
would be dealt with by separate Departmental actions, e.g. recognizing 
self-insurance funds as an allowable cost under ~1edicare. 

-- The hOspital industry is charactecized by almost conplete third-party 
insurance coverage, and cost-based reimbursement provisions. Thus, 
some sl_:>eCial treatment is required. 

Hospitals would still have considerable fleKibility to set prices 
or affect utilization of services in order to come within the overall 
restraint. 

The system also provides incentives for hospitals to obtain greater net 
revenues by reducing admissions through utilization review and PSRO. 
Further incentives could be included later to reward hospitals for closing 
beds, sharing services, merging, etc. 

III. foverage 

The pragram would cover the inpatient revenues of short-term acute and 
specialty hospitals. It would exclude new (less than 2 years old) 
hospitals and those getting at least 75 percent of their revenue from 
Pederally defined health maintenance organizations. 

Justification: 

Restriction to inpatient services is necessary because it is administra
tively difficult to measure and monitor outpatient visits. 

Federal Government hospitals, although not specifically mentioned in the 
legislation, are already under budget constraints. Budgeting for their 
short-term acute inpatient units would be modified to reflect the over
all national goal and to set an example for the private sector. 

There LS an inadequate data base for establishing revenue increase limits 
for new hospitals. 

Exemption of hospitals dealing predominantly with Federally defined HMOs 
provides an added incentive for development of these proven efficient 
organizations. 

Long-term and chronic care hospitals are excluded because they do not have 
the same inflationary problems as short-term hospitals. 



Possible objection: 

failure to cover the entire health sector will distort care patterns, 
shifting costs and services away from inpatient hospital care. 

Rebuttal: 

The revenue limit would exclude from the base any inpatient services 
moved out of the hospital to avoid the controls. 

Outpatient treatmont of a range of conditions can be performed at lower 
cost than inpatient care without lowering quality and is desirable. 

Bad debt ratios in outpatient departments are so high that hospitals have 
always tried to shift costs to the inpatient side. 

Expansion of outpatient facilities would still be subject to health planning 
review and capital limits, curbing any unwarranted growth. 

other considerations: ----
Labor should be supportive of the exell{ltion of HM:l hospitals. 

Veterans might be alarmed by inclusion of VA hospitals, even for only part 
of their operations. 

IV. Setting the Basic Limit 

The basic limit would be set by a formula reflecting general economic price 
trends plus a small increment for expansion in services. The limit would be 
set equal to the annual percentage change in the implicit GNP price deflator 
lagged three months plus one-third of the difference bebieen the average 
annual increase in total hospital expenditures and the GNP price deflator 
over the past two years. 

Justification: 

A legislated formula based on a general economic price index plus an 
allowance for continued expansion of essential services should reassure 
hospitals that unreasonably low limits will not be set. 

Establishment of an appropriate level (or formula for obtaining level) in 
legislation reduces the likelihood of later hospital industry legal chal
lenges on grounds of arbitrariness. 

A general economic price index does not reflect the particular mix of goods 
and services purchased by hospitals. 
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Rebuttal' 

-- The current state of the art in developing hospital-specific input price 
indices is prlmitive. National level data for hospital-specific indices 
are not available. 

-- Allowing for trends in the prices of all goods and services in the economy 
should pe~it adequate recovery of hospital input price increases. 

The additional allowance for expansion of services provides a cushion to 
hospitals with above average increases in certain input prices. 

V, Adjusting the Basic Limit for Changing Patient Load 

The basic limit l<iOUld be adjusted to reflect any major changes in patient load: 

Increases in total allowable revenue would remain constant in a first 
range where patient load, measured by admissions, changed by only a small 
aJrOunt in either direction. 

Revenue increases equal to 1/2 of average cevenue per stay in the base 
year would be allowed for each increased admission beyond the first range. 

Similarly, reven~e decreases equal to l/2 of average reven~e per stay would 
be ilrposed for decreased admissions. 

Finally, no ~itional revenue would be allowed for increased admissions 
beyond some ]XIint, and full revenue reduction wo~ld be irrposed for 
decreased admissions, el[cept for hospitals with fewer than 4,000 admissions 
in the previous year or for other hospitals upon approval by el[ception 
(abo~t J percent of hospitals would be estimated to fall in this range). 

Justification: 

Provides incentives for hospitals to identify and red~ce unnecessary 
hospital ~tilization. 

Consistent with longer term cost containment methods such as prospective 
b~dgeting and area-wide 1 imits on hospital eJCpenditures. 

-- Permitting a 50 percent automatic adjustment in reven~es for major changes 
in patient load reduces the incentive to increase or decrease admissions, 

The small hospital provision reduces the ni.IIllber of el[ceptions which would 
be filed; it does not seriou.sly undercut the effectiveness of the overall 
constraint, 
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Possible objection #l: 

-- Hospital administrators do not have direct control over admission of 
patients, length of stay, or tests ordered by physicians. 

Rebuttal: 
~--~ 

- Hospitals can influence admissions and length of stay through the 
establishment of utilization review committees, requirements on pre
admission certification, etc. 

Considerable anecdotal evDdence exists to demonstrate that hospitals do, 
on occasion, attempt to "drum up business" thcough notices to medical 
staff and even direct advertising. 

Possible objection #2: 

-- Varying hospital revenues according to changes in patient load would be 
conplex, and create uncertainty detrimental to sound hospital manag<:>n-ent. 

Rebuttal: -·----
-- A si~~ple table irxlicating allowable revenues foi" any given change in patient 

load could be supplied to each hospital and third party payor, eliminating 
<flY confusion regarding the limit. 

-- Good hospital management practices dictate establishment of a hospital 
bud:Jet in advance. This method reinforces such planning. 

VI. Applying the Limit 

The limit would be applied to the average reintJursement per stay paid by each 
cost reimburser (Medicaid, Medicare, Blue Cross) and to average billed charges 
per stay (commercial carriers and self-pay patients). cost payers would esti
mate the limit per stay for purposes of interim reimbursement based on any 
anticipated changes in patient load and apply the actual limit in final settle
ment using final fiscal year data on actual changes in patient load. The 
Medicare intermediary would also determine any excess charges per stay for 
commercial carriers or self-pay patients, by dividing total billed charges by 
total admissions reflected in Medicare cost reports. If total charges per 
stay exceed the rate of increase allowed for the hospital, it would be required 
to reduce charge increases in the following year. Adequate public notice 
of the hospital's violation would be required. A hospital or third party 
that paid or retained revenues in violation of the program could be penalized 
and required to pay a tax to the u.s. Treasury equal to 150 percent of the 
amount in violation. 

~.~ ..... ..--~-·- --' 
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Justification: 

Applying the allowable percentage increase by major type of payor is 
administcatively sinple, permits each major third-party payor (Medicare, 
Medicaid, Blue Cross} to make final settlements without waiting for all 
other payors, and would not require any additional reporting forms or 
audit. 

Neutral with regard to the distribution of financial support by type of 
payor, neither favoring nor discriminating against any type of patient. 

Requiring hospitals to publicize any overcharges should be a significant 
deterrent to excess charge increases. 

Possible p~j_ection #1: 

-- Establishing the limit by type of payor reduces the flexibility of hospitals 
to meet the overall constraint. 

Rebuttal: 

That flexibility is desired more to avoid the restraint than to meet it. 
lf allowed to, hospitals will discriminate in favor of those classes of 
patients who provide the highest net revenues (i.e., charge payers). 

Possible objection j2: 

-- Requiring hospitals to carry forward excess charges is less satisfactory 
than having them actually pay back excess revenues. 

Rebuttal: 

It will be difficult to identify who is actually entitled to the cash 
refund--insurer, patient, or employer. Therefore, a reduction of future 
charge increases combined with public disclosure of the violation is 
the preferred option. 

Other considerations: 
~ --

Most States would be supportive of this approach. However, it would be 
opposed by those States with Medicaid waivers that now allow them to pay 
less than if they were following the Medicare rules. 

-- The commercial insurance companies will support this since it prevents a 
continued widening of the gap between costs and charges. Blue Cross 
should support it since it gives them a formal role in the program. 

~·~-· .. ..-~------·-
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VII. Base for Application of the Limit 

The base for the application of the revenue limit would be the revenue 
from each class of payor in the hospital accounting year ending in 
calendar year 1976 adjusted to the effective date of the cost contain
ment program at a rate reflecting previous cost trends in the hospital, 
but not to exceed a specified rate or to fall below a minirrom cate. 

Justification: 

This method would assure that any hospital which raised charges or 
costs after public announcement of the Administration's hospital 
cost containment effort would not benefit from that action. 

It would provide at least some small reward to hospitals with mini
mal or negative changes in hospital expenditures in the recent past. 

Possible objection: 

Establishing a maximum rate penalizes hospitals introducing new capital 
facilities du~ing the period from the end of the 1976 fiscal year and 
implementation of the program, 

Rebuttal: 

-- Using previous cost trends from a period of generally high cost increases 
is a generous standard, and should not Lmpose a heavy burden on hospitals. 

VIII. Exceptions: 

Exceptions would be permitted on only two grounds: 

1) exceptional changes in patient load (anticipated to encompass 
about J percent of all hospitalS)l and 

2) majo~ changes in capital facilities, equipment, or new services. 

Health planning agencies would review and comment on exceptions. To receive 
added revenues under any exception, a hospital would also have to dennn
strate the unavailability of alternative funding to cover the added costs. 

Requests for exceptions would have to be acted upon within 90 days of receipt 
by HEW or the hospital and third-party payors could presume app~oval. 

Any hospital granted an exception would be subject to an operational review 
of effectiveness and efficiency by the HEW Audit Agency or its agents. The 
report of the HEW findings would be made public. 
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Justification: 

Limited criteria for e~ceptions are necessary to maintain the effec
tiveness and administrative simplicity of the program. 

Strong tests of community necessity for new services by health planning 
agencies and unavailability of financing for the operating costs of 
new facilities or services should ensure a limited number of exceptions. 

Possible objection: 

Grounds for exceptions should be expanded to include general financial 
hardship and increased complexity of patient mix. 

Rebuttal: 

The Federal government is not responsible for guaranteeing financial 
survival of inefficient or chronically underused hospitals. 

P..tient mix does not change rapidly over time foe either large or small 
hospitals. No adjustment for this factor is indicated in the short term. 

Changes in case-mix exceptions are administratively complex. 

Other considerations: 

-- Teaching hospitals will object strenuously to the absence of an exception 
for changing case mix. 

IX. Adjustment for Wage Increases of Nonsupervisory E!rployees: 

During the first 18 months of the program, the all<::Mable percentage increase 
in revenues would be adjusted, at the option of the hospital, to reflect the 
cost of wage increases granted to nonsupervisory workers. The adjusted limit 
would be based on the general limit for all costs other than wages of 
non-supervisory employees and on actual changes in wage rates for these 
employees. At the end of the 18 month period, the secretary would 
determine if the adjustment should be continued. 

Justification: 

Increases in the Federal minimum wage would make it difficult for hospitals 
to preserve parity arrangements and stay within the limit without this 
automatic adjustment. 

Workers in the hospital industry should not be at a disadvantage relative 
to other workers. 

Cost savings would not be substantially reduced by such an adjustment. 
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Other considerations: 

- This adjustment is extrerrely irrportant to the labor moverrent. 

-- lt can be terminated by the Secretary if it is abused. 

x. Maintenance of Effort 

Hospitals would be required to maintain their Medicaid and charity patient 
load shares. Enforcement would be on the basis of investigation upon 
complaint by other area hospitals, health planning agencies, or the public. 

Justification: 

There is some possibility that hospitals will seek to avoid the intent 
of the limits by replacing charity patients with those patients 
covered by insurance. 

XI. Disclosure 

Hospitals would be required to make available to the public, HSA, and third
party payers cunent charge sche<lules and cost reports. HSAs would have to 
publish comparative charge data periodically. 

Justification: 

-- These provisions should enable consumers and other concerned parties to 
make more informed and cost conscious decisions. 

XII. State Programs 

A State could receive a waiver from the Federal cost contai111!1E'nt program 
if its meets the following conditions: 

a. There has been a hospital cost containment program in effect 
in the State for at least one year prior to the requested 
waiveo 

b. That program included all payers in the State (except Medicare) 
and covered at least 90 percent of the hospitals that would be 
included in the Federal program; 

c. The State agrees to conply, on an aggregate basis, with the 
basic Federal ceiling; 

d. 'I'here is the expectation based on deoonstrated pe•formance that 
the State will achieve the Federal objective under its own program; 

e. 'I~ State plan P•ovides that any excess revenues generated 
will be returned to payers in an awropr iate manner; 
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The requirement that all payors except Medicare were included in the State 
plan can be waived if the State has had a program covering at least 50 per
cent of total hospital payments for one year and the State adds all payors 
to its plan effective no later than the tilne of the requested waiver. 

New State programs can be added over time, but only under the strict 
criteria of the experimental program of Section 222 of P.L. 92-603. 

Justification: 

Eleven States have developed or are developing programs limiting payments 
to hospitals. Only four (Massachusetts, Connecticut, Maryland, and 
Washington) are now operational for all payers. Some recognition 
nust be made of these States' efforts since the methods developed 
are typically more sophisticated and refined than the initial national 
effort. 

It also prevents new States from coming in with primitive or ill-conceived 
systems and pressuring the Departm:.nt for a waiver. 

Governors should support the proposal with the above criteria included. 

--Labor is likely to oppose weak criteria for granting State waivers, as 
this would lay the basis for a major State role in the administration of 
hospital reimbursement under national health insurance. 

XIII. Authority 

Medicare woold be required to CO!t{lly with the program. 

Cooperation of State ~ledicaid agencies and fiscal agents would be ltl<lde a 
requirement of the State ~ledicaid plan. 

Any hospital or third party payor that was found to have paid or retained 
funds in violation of the Act could be required to pay a penalty to the 
u.s. Treasury equal to 150% of the amount in violation. 

HSAs would have to conply with requirements of this program or lose their 
designation and Federal funding under the Public Health Service Act. 

Justification: 

The taxing power authority is a reasonable basis for the program 
since a principal goal of the program is the reduction of future Federal 
expenditures. Unless all hospital revenues are controlled, either Federal 
expenditures under Medicaid and Medicare will not be controlled, or 
hospitals will have an incentive to discriminate against Federal benefici
aries for whom they receive lower payments than private beneficiaries. 
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Financial penalities are included to reduce the incentive of hospitals and 
insurers to pay or collect excess revenues which can then be rolled forward 
indefinitely, 

Other considerations: 

The Supreme Court has ruled that hospitals of under 40 beds do not engage 
in interstate commerce. Therefore, using the commerce clause might 
result in new challenges to its applicability in larger "corrmunity" 
hospitals. 

Using the commerce clause would involve some committees in the Congress 
which have no special expertise in health and would strain relationships 
with the regular health committees. 

XIV. Capital Expenditure Program 

The program would annually set a national limit on new capital expenditures 
by acute care hospitals, The limit would be set at a level somewhat less 
than expenditures in previous years, 

The national limit would be allocated to the States by a forli1J1a which would be 
based on population, with Departmental authority to adjust the allocation in later 
years to reflect population uovements, cost of construction, and need for capital 
expansion or modernization. States would award new certificates of need to 
hospitals up to their limit. HSAs would assist the States by reviewing and 
commenting on applications for certificates, An HSA could not approve net 
additions to bed supply if the area had more than 4 beds per 1000 population 
or an average hospital occupancy less than BO%. 

Medicare and Medicaid would deny reimbursement to hospitals which proceed 
with unapproved projects. The Federal government would operate the program 
in States which do not agree to participate. 

Justification: 

A cost containment effort can only be effective over a long period of 
time if steps are taken now to slow the rate of growth of bed capacity 
and the duplication of expensive technology. 

-- An effective capital spending constraint will have further benefits 
by reducing the number of hospitals qualifying for exceptions in 
future years. 
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othec oonsidecations: 

Hospitals generally favor this approach to cost containment since it 
curtails the supply of new hospitals in an acea. However, hospital 
gcoups may push foe passage of this portion, and rejection of the rest 
of the plan. 

This appcoach is likely to be suppocted by labor, so long as there ace 
no cutbacks in constcuction curcently undecway. 
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THE S~CRETARY Or HE.LTH. EDUC.l<ON, AND WELFARE 

WASH,NGTON. D C <0"0' 

April 20, 1977 

MEOORA!IDUM FOR TI:IE PRESIDENT 

SUBJECT: Child Health Initiative 

In addition to hospital cost containment, your forthcoming health 
message will include a major new initiative for poor children -- the Child 
Health Assessment Program (CHAP). This meiiDrandum describes the major 
features of that initiative and assesses the probable reaction to it. 

THE PROI'C6AL 

fllrpo~: The initiative seeks to improve substantially (and rename) 
an existing Medicaid program for children entitled Early and Periodic 
Screening, Dia9nosis and Treatment (EPSI1!'). ln essence, CHAP will provide 
incentives, through the Federal match, that will encourage conprehensive 
health care providers to participate in the program and to assess, treat 
and IIDnitor poor children with health problems. 

Medicaid eligibility is expanded to an addi
for a total of 13 million children, not only 

in State's income test for AFDC (as presently 
two-parent families and in families with a 

Given the limited flmds requested, the focus of our 
efforts will be on children under six. And the nUITiber of 

children who will receive preventive health assessments will be 
increased from 2-1/2 to 3 million in FY 1978. 

hood 
program. 

from _, """ 
health 

"' 

• 
Immunization against child

all children reached by this 

The Federal share of program costs will increase 
55 percent to 75 percent. Within three years assess

care services must be given to children by primary 
(i.e., primary care physicians or health care centers) 

the higher match. 

Net Fiscal Relief: Although there will be higher state costs in 
serving more child~ these will be offset by increases in the Federal 
match. The net FY 1978 fiscal relief to the States should be $14 million. 
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Making more children eligible 
for resources. The strikingly low 
assessment rate children results, in large measure, from the lack of 
adequate personnel and facilities in areas of greatest need. Expanding 
treatlrent capacity at the same time funds for reinbursement are increased 
is essential to the success of the proposal. A swm of $25 million will 
be set aside to establish, expand, or irrprove health center services 
llllder the coommity health center program. Priority will be given to the 
establishment of health centers in areas with a shortage of comprehensive 
care providers participating in the CHAP program. 

A will be assessed 
costs for failure 

inform families of the availability of assessments, to provide 
assessments when requested, or to provide treatment for conditions detected. 
The Federal match rate for a&ninistration will be increased when States 
neet performance standards such as the percent of eligible children 
assessed, the percent of detected conditions treated, and the percent 
of children fully immunized. The penalty provision of the old EPSDT 
program which was levied against AFDC funding will be dropped. 

We can anticipate suwort for this legislation from advocacy groups 
concerned with inadequate health care for poor children, and from 
organizations of health professionals. The American Academy of Pediatrics 
favors CHAP. 

Those States which do not now serve the newly eligible children 
may react negatively. Tnese include Illinois, Ohio, Texas, Georgia, 
and Florida. As noted, the fiscal i.Jrpact on the States is mitigated, 
however, by increasing the Federal matching rate. States which benefit 
IIDSt from the increased match include New York., Michigan, New Jersey, 
and California. 

We can also expect opposition- primarily from State health 
departments - to a provision which, after three years, eliminates 
funding for screening agencies that do not also provide treatment 
services. The Secretary may waive this provision if necessary to 
ensure continuing assessments in underserved areas. 

There may be general criticism that we are adding a relatively 
rn:xlest sum of $100 million to the Medicaid program and using the EPSDI' 
mechanism which has thus far reached only about 30 percent of eligible 
poor children. our response is that this is a first step in covering more 
poor children using existing arrangements, and we look to national health 
insurance to bring about major reforms in delivery of health care to the 
poor and others not now served effectively. 
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On the other hand, Congressional reaction should be generally favorable. 
Both the increased Federal match and the focus on children under 6 
and children in families with a working parent should be well received, 
Finally, the Congress should generally approve of the administrative 
incentives and the new rwney for resource development. 

Congress will 
attractive. 

find the assistance for resource development especially 
k.now that it is necessary to build in lmder-

•ooo,~ time that dewand for services stllrulated, 



70 'l'HE CONGRESS OF Tim UNI'l'ED STA'I'ES: 

This country spends mor"' on h<>u] th care tha.n any other 

nntion -- $160 billion this yea.r, almost nine P"'rccnt of our 

Cross Na.tional Product. \'le have the finest medical facilit.i.es 

and highly skilled, dedicated health professionals. Yet 

many of our people still lack adcqunte medical ca.re, and the 

cost of care is rising so rapidly it jeopardizes our health 

goals and our other important social objectives. 

I am transmitting to the Congress two mnjor pieces of 

legislation to improve our health care system: The Hospital 

Cost Containment Act of 1977 to hold down rising health 

' care costs, and the Child Health Assessment Program (CHAP) 

to improve health services for children of low-income families. 

I. Hospital Cost Containment Act of 1977. 

First, I am today proposing legislation which \~ill 

limit the growth of the major component of health cost 

increases -- rising hospital expenditures. The Hospital 

Cost Containment Act will restrain increases in the 

reimbursements which hospitals receive from all sources: 

Medicare, Medicaid, Blue Cross, commercial insurers, an~ 

individuals. The limit will be set using a formula which 

not only reflects general infl<~tion, but also extends to 

hospitals an additional allowance for improving their quality 

of care. Based on current trends, the limit for fiscal year 

1978 will be approximutely nine percent. 

The legislation will also impose a limit on new capital 

expenditures for acute care hospitals. The progrqm 1o.'i 11 fix 

a national level for such expenditures below that of recent 

years and allocate new capital spending dJ,onq the sta.tcs by 

formula. With the assistance of local planning aqencies, 

eilch Stilte will determin<O which faci l.i.ti.es merit nc"'' cap.i.t-_al 

<e:<pt•nditures. 

' 



Specifically, the Hospital Cost Containment Act of 1977 

will: 

Limit the in-patient rejmbursesnents of acute care 

hospitals, excepting new hospitals, federal hospito:~ls and 

Health ~laintenance Org<mization (H.!>IO) hospitals. 

Provide an automatic formula to adjust the nine 

percent limit for moderate changes in expected patient load. 

The formula will contain strong incentives to discourage 

unnecessary hospitalization. 

Include an adjustment for hospitals which provide 

wage .increases to their non-supervisory employees. 

Provide an exceptions process for the small percentage-

of hospitals l~hich will undergo extraordinary changes in 

patient loads or major changes in capital equipment and 

services. The program will require the Department of HEW 

to respond to any application for an exception within 90 days. 

Disallow lD the computation of a hospital's base 

cost any unwarranted expenditures made ln anticipation of 

the implementation of the program. 

Allow states which operate cost containment programs, 

and are capable of meeting the federal program's criteria, to 

continue their O\Vn regulatory approaches. 
A:Jr ~;z.. 

S This program will save A .... billion in fiscal year 1978 
Ocl----ii:_ 050 6J! ~SJ;J 11/UtOI-l 

.... ~million in the federal budget,A .... ~in state and local 

budgets, 

payments by 
e:xce:a:., 

will 

individuals. 
fl5.5 
~- billion. 

.-,,) 
in private health insurance and 

l-1'-.J P~eo, 
-r~fiscal year ~total savings 

These savings will slow a devastating inflationary trend, 

,'ii'h@ prese:rl; :o;;;o~e gf growth iot he~H;h spe~Sil'l'!'> which doubles 
l-ItE:"'-..,.. H 
~costs every five years, h&flllS C&llh r c±±O&Jl.o This y0ar health 

care will cost an average of over $700 for every man, woman, 

and c;hild. Each worker's share of our Nation's health bill 

<>"-i.ll require more than a month's work. 

' 
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For the f"derill budget, rising health spending hus mcilnt 

a tripling of health outlilys over the l<tst eight years. With

out irmncdiatc action, the Federal governrncnt's bill fo1: 

Oledicarc and Ifudicaid -- whid1 providu hc<1l th care for our 

elclerly and poor citizens --will jump nl'arly 23 percent next 

year, to $32 bill io!\. 

Rising health costs attack state and local governments 

as well. State and local Medicaid expenditures have grown 

from $3 billion J.TI 1971 to $7 billion in 1976, forcing cutbacks 

which harm the low income recipients of tho program. 

Unrestrained health costs also restrict our ability to 

plan necessary improvements J.TI our health care system. I 

am determined, for example, to phase 1n a workable program of 

nationul health insurance. But with current inflation, the 

cost of any national health insurance program the Administration 

and the Congress will develop will double in just five years. 

Finally, uncontrolled medical care spending undermines 

our efforts to establish a balanced health policy. Medical 

care is only one determinant of our people's health. The 

leading cause of death for Americans under 40 is motor vehicle 

accidents. The leading causes of death for older Americans 

heart disease 'lnd canc"'r -- are directly related to our 

working conditions and our eating, drinking, 5Jl'.oking, and 

exercise habits. We can better confront these broader health 

problems if we can limit the increilse in soaring medical 

ce~re costs. 

Containing hospital cost increases is of central 

J.mportcwce. Hospitals absorb 40 cents from each of our 

niltion's hc:tlth care dollars, and th<-' cost of hospital 

Sl'rvic.c is rising fuster thiln th<> cost of other hcu]th 

services. lls in recent" years, our cou.Jtry's totdl hospital 

b'll this yeilr will c;liH~ 15 p<.!rc,ent --to $64 bill1on. 
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Slnce 1950, the cost of a day's stay in the hospital 

has increased more than 1,000 percent -- oveT eight times 

·the rise in the Consumer Price Index. 'i'oday 1 the average 

hospital stay costs over $1,300; just 12 years ago, " 

slightly shorter stay cost less than $300. This relentless 

increase places a severe burden on all of us -- and strikes 

hardest at the poor and the elderly. 

To control escalating hospital costs, some have proposed 

to cap Medicare and Medicaid expenditures. Such a federal 

spending limit would encourage hospitals to reduce their 

services to low-income and elderly patients and to recoup 

rising expenses by increasing their charges to all other 

Americans. In contrast, the legislation I am proposing 

tod<1y reduces the growth in federal Medicare/Medicaid 

expenditures without imposing such severe new burdens on 

other purchasers of health services. 

This legislation is not a wage-price control program. 

It places no restrictions 

determine its charges for 

on the hospital's ability to 
p,~;:,e·nc u Ll\t. 

any service. It places no limit • 
on the size of any wage demand or settlement. The program 

establishes an overall limit on the rate of increase in 

reimbursements, permitting doctors and hospital adminis-

trators to <1llocate their own resources efficiently, 

responding to local needs and individual circumstances. 

' 

This proposal relies he<1vily on the initi<1tives of the 

private sector. For it to succeed, businesses, unions, and 

insurers, working with providers, must continue to pursue 

innovative techniques for reducing the cost of high-quality 

health care. The private sector's response to the challenges 

of cost containment will help decide its future role in our 

hc<llth care system. 

The federal sector must <1lso hold down the costs of its 

own hospitals. The Administration will care~ully review the 

Oi>Cratinq and ca,-,i.L:al cxpenditur<'S 0 <: fedeccal health "<~ci llties, 

' 



Finally, consumers and producers can work together 

to reduce the unnecessary use of hospital facilities and 

services. By cutting down excessive utilization we help 

preserve our valuable resources and eliminate the risks 

we face when we undergo unnecessary treatment. 
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to insure that unwarrunted increases do not occur. I'urthcr, 

we will eliminate unnClcessury federal regulations which lcud 

to increased costs for all hospitals. 

Our hospital cost contain"'"'llt system is triJ.nsitioniJ.l. It 

is intended to flow directly into u long-term prospective 

(eiwbursement system, which v.·ill not accept a hospitul 's base 

cost as given. Tho long-term system will be able to analyze 

and compare base costs and provide greater incentives to 

those hospitals \vhich are most efficient. The Congress and 

the Administration are already at work on this long-range 

system. 

At the same time, I am committed to strengthening 

competition .in the health industry. For example, we should 

encourage HHOs and other organizutional arrangements which 

give providers an incentive to reduce costs, and we should 

encourage consumers to beco~e more aware of the charges of 

different providers. 

-~ 
II. Child Health Assessment Program (CHAP). 

The second piece of legislation I am proposing today, 

the CHAP Program, will replace Medicaid's Early and Periodic 

Screening, Diagnosis und Treatment Program (EPSDT) for 

children. The CHAP legislation 1 which calls for new 

expenditures of $180 million, will: 

Raise from 55 percent to over 75 percent the average 

federal payment to the states for health care provided to 

children whose health needs are assessed under the program. 

Extend bencf_Lts to children under age slx ,;hose 

family income level rr,dkes them eligible for assistance but 

v:ho do not meet additional state eligibility requirements. 

EncouragG statGs to dSi;ure the ,1vGiL1bility of 

comprc'licnsivc health p.-ov_i_ciers for lmo-income children. 

I\s.sure continuity of: l.rci:tLT"<:>nt by provlding care for 

c':ilc!rc:.n 5iX mo:1t-.'1s after E1c f"lDily's cligib.ili.t.y for 

-- , -· 



Improv0 the feU•~rul [Jrog:r:arn C">forc-:rr.cnt ncchunism. 

Likcc the cost con1.uim,-.enL program, the CHAP legisl<ltion 

lS a crucial first step. Other childr.on's htcu.lth pcogrilms 

ulso require significant im;:>rov:cne'nt, cmd tho J\dmj nistre~tion 

'"'ill tilke steps to meet these needs. llut the CHli.I' program is 

un;ently needed to assure that more lm-1-income children 

receive regular, high-quality primary and preven\:ive care. 

Currently, twelve million children are eligible for 

Med.i.c,.id, yet the EI'SDT progr"m is reaching only two million. 

Further, only slightly more than half o£ all children screened 

actui!.lly receive treatment for conditions that arc identified. 

The CHAP program will assist the states in rectifying 

deficiencies. 

these 
J 

I call upon the Congress to act favorably on both of our 

new health initiatives. 

THE WHITE HOUSE, 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASt<INCTO"' 

April 22, 1977 

I am writing to you today about the Hospital Cost Containment 
Act of 1977. I believe it is essential to the interests of all 
Americans. Although the problem of skyrocketing hospital costs 
is national in scope, its impact is felt most sharply on the 
state level. The solution will require your support and your 
active leadership to articulate the hardship the hospital cost 
spiral is imposing on your state's people. 

The Hospital Cost Containment Act of 1977 will establish sound, 
administrable, transitional restraints on hospital coSts until 
permanent reforms in health care delivery and financing can 
bifirplemented. In its first year, the program will save ave~ 
$ million for state and local governments, Without such 
legislation, our present financing mechanisms, public and private, 
may break down unde~ the pressure of annual increases in hospital 
costs of 15 pe~cent o~ more. 

Our health system requires permanent reforms, such as reimburse
ment methods that do more than simply respond to costs incurred, 
effective utilization controls, and greater emphasis on primary 
and preventive care. But the need for forceful, effective action 
in the short-term is clear and compelling. Indeed, without 
immediate action, some crucial reforms may not be possible. The 
enclosed material explains in detail the provisions of the legis
lation and the urgent need for this bill. 

I strongly believe that hospital cost containment legislation is 
essential, and I urge you to support the Hospital Cost Containment 
Act of 1977. Together we can address a major national problem 
that demands an immediate solutio~ and I hope I can count on 
your leadership in that effort. 

Governor 
State of 

Sincerely, 

' 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

April 22, 1977 

(no pu.o1d-uo._ho•>) 

Your colleagues Paul Rogers and Dan Rosteknowski are today 
introduc\ing the ttospital Cost Containment Act of 1977. I 
am writing to you about this bill because I believe it is 
essential to the interests of all Americans. 

This legislation will establish sftound, administrable, and 
transitional restraints on skyrocketing hospital costs until 
permanent reforms on health care delivery 'and financing can 
be implemented. Without such legislation, our present 
financing mechanisms, public and private, may break down 
under the pressure of annual increases in hospital costs 
of 15 percent or more. 

our health system requires permanent reforms, such as reim
bursement methods that do more than simply respond to costs 
incurred, effective utilization controls, and greater emphasis 
on primary and preventive care. But the need for forceful, 
effective action in the short-term is clear and compelling. 
Indeed, without immediate action, some crucial reforms may 
not be possible. The enclosed material explains in detail 
the provisions of the legislation and the urgent need for 
this bill. 

I strongly believe that hospital cost containment legislation 
is essential, and I urge you to support the Hospital Cost 
Containment Act of 1977. 

Sincerely, 

1t' tbr.~<O.JJ~ -H~~:: of Rep·'r"e~,ce~n"'t~a't"r"v~e~,,-----
Washington, D.C. 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTO'< 

April 22, 1977 

To (first and last name) (no punctuation) 

I am writing to you today about the Hospital Cost Contain
ment Act of 1977. I believe it is essential to the inte~est 
of all Ame~icans. 

This legislation will establish sound, administ~able, and 
transitional restraintS on skyrocketing hospital costs until 
permanent reforms on health care delivery and financing can 
be implemented. Without such legislation, our present 
financing mechanisms, public and private, may break down 
under the pressure of annual increases in hospital costs 
of 15 percent or more. 

Our health system requires permanent reforms, such as reim
bursement methods that do more than simply respond to costs 
incurred, effective utilization controls, and greater emphasis 
on primary and preventive care. But the need for forceful, 
effective action in the short-term is clear and compelling. 
Indeed, without immediate action, some crucial reforms may 
not be possible. The enclosed material explains in detail 
the provisions of the legislation and the urgent need for 
this bill. 

I strongly believe that hospital cost containment legislation 
is essential, and I urge you to support the Hospital Cost 
Containment Act of 1977. 

Sincerely, 

The Honorable 
United States 's"•~n"•"'too:--------
Washington, D.C. 



THE WHlTE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

April 22, 1977 

Midge Costanza 
Bob Lipshutz 
Frank Moore 
Jack Watson 
Jody Powell 

For your information the attached 
message will be going to the 
President today for signature. 

R.iclo: Hutcheso.~ 



TO THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES: 

This country spends more on health care than any other 

nation -- $160 billion this year, almost nine percent of our 

Gross National Product. We have the finest medical facilities 

and highly skilled, dedicated health professionals. Yet 

many of our people still lack adequate medical care, and the 

cost of care is rising so rapidly it jeopardizes our health 

goals and our other important social objectives. 

I am transmitting to the Congress two major pieces of 

legislation to improve our health care system: The Hospital 

Cost Containment Act of 1977 to hold down rising health 

care coats, and the Child Health Assessment Program (CHAP) to 

improve health services for children of low-income families. 

I. Hospital Cost Containment Act of 1977. 

First, I am today proposing legislation which will 

limit the growth of the major component of health cost 

increases -- rising hospital expenditures. The Hospital 

Cost Containment Act will restrain increases in the 

reimbursements which hospitals receive from all sources: 

Medicare, Medicaid, Blue Cross, commercial insurers, and 

individuals. The limit will be set using a formula which 

not only reflects general inflation, but also extends to 

hospitals an additional allowance for improving their quality 

of care. Based on current trends, the limit for fiscal year 

1978 will be approximately nine percent. 

The legislation will also impose a limit on new capital 

expenditures for acute care hospitals. The program will fix 

a national level for such expenditures below that of recent 

years and allocate new capital spending among the states by 

formula. With the assistance of local planning agencies, 

each state will determine which facilities merit new capital 

expenditures. 
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Specifically, the Hospital Cost Containment Act of 1977 

will: 

Limit the in-patient reimbursements of acute care 

hospitals, excepting new hospitals, federal hospitals and 

Health Maintenance Organization (HMO) hospitals. 

Provide an automatic formula to adjust the nine 

percent limit for moderate changes in expected patient load. 

The formula will contain strong incentives to discourage 

unnecessary hospitalization. 

Include an adjustment for hospitals which provide 

wage increases to their non-supervisory employees. 

Provide an exceptions process for the small percentage 

of hospitals which will undergo extraordinary changes in 

patient loads or major changes in capital equipment and 

services. The program will require the Department of HEW 

to respond to any application for an exception within 90 days. 

Disallow in the computation of a hospital's base 

cost any unwarranted expenditures made in anticipation of 

the implementation of the program. 

Allow states Which operate cost containment programs, 

and are capable of meeting the federal program's criteria, to 

continue their own regulatory approaches. 

This program will save $2.4 billion in fiscal year 1978 

$800 million in the federal budget, $400 in state and local 

budgets, and $1.2 billion in private health insurance and 

payments by individuals. By fiscal year 1979, total savings 

will approach $5 billion. 

These savings will slow a devastating inflationary trend. 

The present rate of growth in health spending, which doubles 

costs every five years, harms each American. This year health 

care will cost an average of over $700 for every man, woman, 

and child. Each worker's share of our Nation's health bill 

will require more than a month's work. 
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For the federal budget, rising health spending has meant 

a tripling of health outlays over the last eight years. With

out immediate action, the Federal government's bill for 

Medicare and Medicaid-- which provide health care for our 

elderly and poor citizens -- will jump nearly 23 percent next 

year, to $32 billion. 

Rising health costs attack state and local governments 

as well. State and local Medicaid expenditures have grown 

from $3 billion in 1971 to $7 billion in 1976, forcing cutbacks 

which harm the low income recipients of the program. 

Unrestrained health costs also restrict our ability to 

plan necessary improvements in our health care system. I 

am determined, for example, to phase in a workable program of 

national health insurance. But with current inflation, the 

cost of any national health insurance program the Administration 

and the Congress will develop will double in just five years. 

Finally, uncontrolled medical care spending undermines 

our efforts to establish a balanced health policy. Medical 

care is only one determinant of our people's health. The 

leading cause of death for Americans under 40 is motor vehicle 

accidents. The leading causes of death for older Americans 

heart disease and cancer -- are directly related to our 

working conditions and our eating, drinking, smoking, and 

exercise habits. We can better confront these broader health 

problems if we can limit the increase in soaring medical 

care costs. 

Containing hospital cost increases is of central 

importance. Hospitals absorb 40 cents from each of our 

nation's health care dollars, and the cost of hospital 

service is rising faster than the cost of other health 

services. As in recent years, our country's total hospital 

bill this year will climb 15 percent -- to $64 billion. 
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since 1950, the cost of a day's stay in the hospital 

has increased more than 1,000 percent --over eight times 

the rise in the Consumer Price Index. Today, the average 

hospital stay costs over $1,300; just 12 years ago, a 

slightly shorter stay cost less than $300. This relentless 

increase places a severe burden on all of us -- and strikes 

hardest at the poor and the elderly. 

To control escalating hospital costs, some have proposed 

to cap Medicare and Medicaid expenditures. such a federal 

spending limit would encourage hospitals to reduce their 

services to low-income and elderly patients and to recoup 

rising expenses by increasing their charges to all other 

Americans. In contrast, the legislation I am proposing 

today reduces the growth in federal Medicare/Medicaid 

expenditures without imposing such severe new burdens on 

other purchasers of health services. 

This legislation is not a wage-price control program. 

It places no restrictions on the hospital's abilitY to 

determine its charges for any service. It places no limit 

on the size of any wage demand or settlement. The program 

establishes an overall limit on the rate of increase in 

reimbursements, permitting doctors and hospital adminis

trators to allocate their own resources efficiently, 

responding to local needs and individual circumstances. 

This proposal relies heavily on the initiatives of the 

private sector. For it to succeed, businesses, unions, and 

insurers, working with providers, must continue to pursue 

innovative techniques for reducing the cost of high-quality 

health care. The private sector's response to the challenges 

of cost containment will help decide its future role in our 

health care system. 

The federal sector must also hold down the costs of its 

own hospitals. The Administration will carefully review the 

operating and capital expenditures of federal health facilities, 
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to insure that unwarranted increases do not occur. Further, 

we will eliminate unnecessary federal regulations which lead 

to increased costs for all hospitals. 

Our hospital oost containment system is transitional. It 

is intended to flow directly into a long-term prospective 

reimbursement system, which will not accept a hospital's base 

cost as given. The long-term system will be able to analyze 

and compare base oosts and provide greater incentives to 

those hospitals which are most efficient. The Congress and 

the Administration are already at work on this long-range 

system. 

At the same time, I am committed to strengthening 

competition in the health industry. For example, we should 

encourage HMOs and other organizational arrangements which 

give providers an incentive to reduce =sts, and we should 

en=urage consumers to become more aware of the charges of 

different providers. 

II. Child Health Assessment Program (CHAP). 

The second piece of legislation I am proposing today, 

the CHAP Program will replace Medicaid's Early and Periodic 

screening, Diagnosis and Treatment Program (EPSDT) for 

dlildren. The CHAP legislation, which calls for new 

expenditures of $180 million, will: 

Raise from 55 percent to over 75 percent the average 

federal payment to the states for health care provided to 

children whose health needs are assessed under the program. 

Extend benefits to children under age six whose 

family income level makes them eligible for assistance but 

who do not meet additional state eligibility requirements. 

Encourage states to assure the availability of 

comprehensive health providers for low-income children. 

Assure continuity of treatment by providing care for 

children six months after the family's eligibility for 

assistance otherwise terminates. 



TO THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES: 

This country spends more on health care than any other 

nation -- $160 billion this year, almost nine percent of our 

Gross National Product. We have the finest medical facilities 

and highly skilled, dedicated health professionals. Yet 

many of our people still lack adequate medical care, and the 

cost of care is rising so rapidly it jeopardizes our health 

goals and our other important social objectives. 

I am transmitting to the Congress two major pieces of 

legislation to improve our health care system: The Hospital 

Cost Containment Act of 1977 to hold down rising health 

care costs, and the Child Health Assessment Program (CHAP) to 

improve health services for children of low-income families. 

I. Hospital Cost Containment Act of 1977. 

First, I am today proposing legislation which will 

limit the growth of the major component of health cost 

increases -- rising hospital expenditures. The Hospital 

Cost Containment Act will restrain increases in the 

reimbursements which hospitals receive from all sources: 

Medicare, Medicaid, Blue Cross, commercial insurers, and 

individuals. The limit will be set using a formula which 

not only reflects general inflation, but also extends to 

hospitals an additional allowance for improving their quality 

of care. Based on current trends, the limit for fiscal year 

1978 will be approximately nine percent. 

The legislation will also impose a limit on new capital 

expenditures for acute care hospitals. The program will fix 

a national level for such expenditures below that of recent 

years and allocate new capital spending among the states by 

formula. With the assistance of local planning agencies, 

each state will determine which facilities merit new capital 

expenditures. 
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Specifically, the Hospital cost Containment Act of 1977 

will: 

Limit the in-patient reimbursements of acute care 

hospitals, excepting new hospitals, federal hospitals and 

Health Maintenance Organization (HMO) hospitals. 

Provide an automatic formula to adjust the nine 

percent limit for moderate changes in expected patient load. 

The formula will contain strong incentives to discourage 

unnecessary hospitalization. 

Include an adjustment for hospitals which provide 

wage increases to their non-supervisory employees. 

Provide an exceptions process for the small percentage 

of hospitals which will undergo extraordinary changes in 

patient loads or major changes in capital equipment and 

services. The program will require the Department of HEW 

to respond to any application for an exception within 90 days. 

Disallow in the computation of a hospital's base 

cost any unwarranted expenditures made in anticipation of 

the implementation of the program. 

Allow states which operate cost containment programs, 

and are capable of meeting the federal program's criteria, to 

continue their own regulatory approaches. 

This program will save S2.4 billion in fiscal year 1978 

$800 million in the federal budget, $400 ~n state and local 

budgets, and $1.2 billion in private health insurance and 

payments by individuals. By fiscal year 1979, total savings 

will approach $5 billion. 

These savings will slow a devastating inflationary trend. 

The present rate of growth in health spending, which doubles 

costs every five years, harms each American. This year health 

care will cost an average of over $700 for every man, woman, 

and child. Each worker's share of our Nation's health bill 

will require more than a month's work. 
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For the federal budget, rising health spending has meant 

a tripling of health outlays over the last eight years. With

out immediate action, the Federal government's bill for 

Medicare and Medicaid --which provide health care for our 

elderly and poor citizens -- will jump nearly 23 percent next 

year, to $32 billion. 

Rising health costs attack state and local governments 

as well. State and local Medicaid expenditures have grown 

from $3 billion 1n 1971 to $7 billion in 1976, forcing cutbacks 

which harm the low income recipients of the program. 

Unrestrained health costs also restrict our ability to 

plan necessary improvements in our health care system, I 

am determined, for example, to phase in a workable program of 

national health insur~nce. But with current inflation, the 

cost of any national health insurance program the Administration 

and the Congress will develop will double in just five years. 

Finally, uncontrolled medical care spending undermines 

our efforts to establish a balanced health policy. Medical 

care is only one determinant of our people's health. The 

leading cause of death for Americans under 40 is motor vehicle 

accidents. The leading causes of death for older Americans 

heart disease and cancer -- are directly related to our 

working conditions and our eating, drinking, smoking, and 

exercise habits. we can better confront these broader health 

problems if we can limit the increase in soaring medical 

care costs. 

Containing hospit~l cost increases is of central 

importance. Hospitals absorb 40 cents from each of our 

nation's health c~re dollars, and the cost of hospital 

service is rising taster than the cost of other health 

services. As in recent years, our country's total hospital 

bill this year will climb 15 percent -- to $64 billion. 
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Since 1950, the cost of a day's stay in the hOspital 

has increased more than 1,000 percent-- over eight times 

the rise in the Consumer Price Index. Today, the average 

hospital stay costs over $1,300; just 12 years ago, a 

slightlY shorter stay cost less than $300. This relentless 

increase places a severe burden on all of us -- and strikes 

hardest at the poor and the elderly. 

To control escalating hospital costs, some have proposed 

to cap Medicare and Medicaid expenditures. Such a federal 

spending limit would encourage hospitals tO reduce their 

services to low-income and elderly patients and to recoup 

rising expenses by increasing their charges to all other 

Americans. In contrast, the legislation I am proposing 

today reduces the growth in federal Medicare/Medicaid 

expenditures without imposing such severe new burdens on 

other purchasers of health services. 

This legislation is not a wage-price control program. 

It places no restrictions on the hospital's ability to 

determine its charges for any service. It places no limit 

on the size of any wage demand or settlement. The program 

establishes an overall limit on the rate of increase in 

reimbursements, permitting doctors and hospital adminis

trators to allocate their own resources efficiently, 

responding to local needs and individual circumstances. 

This proposal relies heavily on the initiatives of the 

private sector. For it to succeed, businesses, unions, and 

insurers, working with providers, must continue to pursue 

innovative techniques for reducing the cost of high-quality 

health care. The private sector's response to the challenges 

of cost containment will help decide its future role in our 

health care system. 

The federal sector must also hold down the costs of its 

own hospitals. The Administration will carefully review the 

operating and capital expenditures of federal health facilities, 
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to insure that unwarranted 1ncreases do not occur. Further, 

we will eliminate unnecessary federal regulations which lead 

to increased costs for all hospitals. 

Our hospital cost containment system is transitional. It 

is intended to flow directly into a lang-term prospective 

reimbursement system, which will not accept a hospital's base 

cost as given. The long-term system will be able to analyze 

and compare base costs and provide greater incentives to 

those hospitals which are most efficient. The Congress and 

the Administration are already at work on this long-range 

system. 

At the same time, I am committed to strengthening 

competition in the health industry. For example, we should 

encourage HMOs and other organizational arrangements which 

give providers an incentive to reduce costs, and we should 

encourage consumers to become TIDre aware of the charges of 

different providers. 

II. Child Health Assessment Program (CHAP). 

The second piece of legislation I am proposing today, 

the CHAP Program will replace Medicaid's Early and Periodic 

Screening, Diagnosis and Treatment Program (EPSDTJ for 

children. The CHAP legislation, which calls for new 

expenditures of $180 million, will: 

Raise from 55 percent to over 75 percent the average 

federal payment to the states for health care provided to 

children whose health needs are assessed under the program. 

Extend benefits to children under age six whose 

family income level makes them eligible for assistance but 

who do not meet additional state eligibility requirements. 

Encourage states to assure the availability of 

comprehensive health providers for low-income children. 

Assure continuity of treatment by providing care for 

children six months after the family's eligibility for 

assistance otherwise terminates. 
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Attached is the health message, summaries of the hospital 
cost containment and children's health legislation, and 
memoranda from Secretary Califano containing analyses of 
the two bills. our views below incorporate OMB's positions 
and analysis. The message has been reviewed and improved 
by Jim Fallows' staff and has been approved by HEW. 

I. Cost Containment. 

Forty percent of all health spending goes for hospitalization. 
Hospitals are by far the largest component of the health sec
tor, as well as the fastest growing {15 percent per year, as 
opposed to the annual CPI increase of six percent) . While a 
long-term prospective reimbursement system is being prepared, 
the cost containment program will restrain increases in the 
reimbursements which hOspitals receive from all sources: 
Medicare, Medicaid, Blue cross, commercial insurers, and in
dividuals. The limit will be set using a formula which not 
only reflects general inflation, but also extends an additional 
allowance to hospitals for improving the quality of their care. 
Based on current trends, the limit for FY 1978 will be 
approximately nine percent. 

The legislation also establishes a limit on new capital 
investment by hospitals. This limit will be allocated to the 
states through a population-based formula. Further, the con
struction of new hospital beds will be prohibited in areas 
where excess bed capacity exists. These capital expenditure 
provisions will have little or no FY 1978 budget impact, but 
they are crucial to long-term cost containment. 
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A. The legislation contains a pass-
through above the nine percent lim.it 
granted to employees. The pass-through 
terminates in 18 months, unless the Secretary of HEW certifies 
that it should continue. Organized labor demanded a wage 
pass-through, and threatened to oppose the bill if such a 
provision were not included. CEA Chairman Schultze origi
nally opposed the pass-through as inconsistent with the 
Administration's anti-inflation policy, but he has since 
withdrawn his objection. 

The wage pass-through will allow hospitals to collect increased 
reimbursements to a small, but not precisely predictable, ex
tent. In addition, its presence may generate pressure on the 
Hill for other pass-throughs --for energy costs, for example. 
On balance, however, we believe the advantage of avoiding 
union opposition to our entire cost containment effort is 
worth these risks. OMB also believes that although the pass
through lacks programmatic merit, it is politically necessary.-

B. The hospital reimbursement 
limit federal government. The few 
states programs will be able to 
continue approaches if they meet the fed-
eral program's states will also play major 
roles in the exceptions process and in allocating capital ex
penditures. Further, the legislation permits states to impose 
limits on Medicaid more rigorous than the federal limitations. 
Any greater state role would encounter organized labor's an
tipathy t.oward state regulation. Although some Governors may 
argue for a broader state role, we believe the federnl,'state 
balance in the bill is correct, both substantively and 
politically. -

II. Child Health Assessment Program (CHAP). 

You have previously approved the broad outlines of the CHAP 
program, which modifies the existing EPSDT program. HEW's 
S?ecif:lc legisl~tivo proposal is within the estimates in your 
1978 bud,.et. 'l'he legislation would :r-:.ti:;-e fro.'n 55 percent to 
over 75 percent the average federal payment to the states for 
health care provided to children whose health needs are assessed 
under the program. Second, it extends benefits to children 
under age six whose family income makes them eligible for as
sitance but who do not meet additional state eligibility 
requirements. Finally, it encourages states to assure the 
availability of comprehensive health providers for low-
income children. Projected FY 1978 cost: $155 million; 
FY 1981: $382 million. 
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A. The legislation 
extends under age 
six. However, extended to all low-
income children age , this change would add $120 
million to the federal budget in 1978 and approximately 
$40 million to state Medicaid budgets. OMB is concerned 
that the Congress may pass this extension, thereby increas
ing federal expenditures in 1978 through 1981. HEW counters 
that this is unlikely because the states will strenuously 
object, and because the Congressional budget limits will 
make such additions difficult. We believe HEW is correct. 

B. OMB also points out that the HEW 
proposal government to a 75 percent 
match for certain Medicaid services', and is concerned that 
this step will be a precedent for a higher federal share 
for all Medicaid services. OMB would like to consider 
alternatives, such as an annual $180 million children's 
health grant program to the states. You have previously 
approved this increased match. 

C. Summary. OMB suggests that the health message either 
exclude reference to CHAP, or refer only generally to it and 
allow time for additional work on the program. However, un
less we go forward with CHAP the Administration's health 
initiatives will be limited to cost containment. Furthermore, 
given the Congressional budget deadlines, little additional 
time remains in any case for further work on the program. 

HEW maintains that this program is necessary to fulfill an 
important commitment of yours. While this legislation and 
the pro~ess that produced it have been far from perfect, we 
agree. We believe OMB's objections are not major, and 
suggest we proceed with the health message with the CHAP 
program intact. 

II I. Procedures. 

A. Current plans call for Secretary 
Califano programs Monday morning (4/25/77) 
in the White House. The timing and logistics of the announce
;uent helVe been arranged to accomodata your participation if 
you so desire. We strongly recommend that you precede 
secretary Califano's briefing with a few words to the press 
indicating your strong personal support for the cost contain
ment program. 

B. A brief cover letter to each 
Governor highlighting the legislation 
and urging their support is scheduled to go out over your 
signature on Monday morning, if you agree. 
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I would like an opportunity to review the President's 

health message as soon as possible. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

TO THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES: 

This country spends more on health care than any other 
nation -- $160 billion this year, almost nine percent of our 
Gross National Product. We have the finest medical facilities 
and highly skilled, dedicated health professionals. Yet 
many of our people still lack adequate medical care, and the 
cost of care is rising so rapidly it jeopardizes our health 
goals and our other important social objectives. 

I am transmitting to the Congress two major pieces of 
legislation to improve our health care system: The Hospital 
Cost Containment Act of 1977 to hold down rising health 
care costs, and the Child Health Assessment Program (CHAP) to 
improve health services for children of low-income families. 

1. Hospital ~Containment Act of 1977. 

First, I am today proposing legislation which will 
limit the growth of the major component of health cost 
increases -- rising hOspital expenditures. The Hospital 
Cost Containment Act will restrain increases in the 
reimbursements which hospitals receive from all sources: 
Medicare, Medicaid, Blue Cross, commercial insurers, and 
individuals. The limit will be set using a formula which 
not only reflects general inflation, but also extends to 
hospitals an additional allowance for improving their quality 
of care. Based on current tr~nds, the limit for fiscal year 
1978 will be approximately nine percent. 

The legislation will also impose a limit on new capital 
expenditures for acute care hospitals. The program will fix 
a national level for such expenditures below that of recent 
years and allocate new capital spending among the states by 
formula. With the assistance of local planning agencies, 
each state will determine which facilities merit new capital 
expenditures. 

Specifically, the Hospital Cost Containment Act of 1977 
will: 

Limit the in-patient reimbursements of acute care 
hospitals, excepting new hospitals, federal hospitals and 
Health Maintenance Organization (HMO) hospitals. 

Provide an autor..atic formula to adjust the nine 
percent limit for moderate changes in expected patient load. 
The formula will contain strong incentives to discourage 
unnecessary hospitalization. 

Include an adjustment for hospitals which provide 
wage increases to their non-supervisory employees. 

Provide an exceptions process for the small percentage 
of hospitals which will undergo extraordinary changes in 
patient loads or major changes in capital equipment and 
services. The program will require the Department of HEW 
to respond to any application for an exception within 90 days. 

more 
(OVER) 
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Disalluw in the computation of a hospital's base 
cost any unwarranted expenditu:ces made in anticipation of 
the implementation of the program. 

Allow states which operate cost containment programs, 
and are capable of meeting the federal program's criteria, to 
continue their own regulatory approaches. 

This program will save about $2 billion in fiscal year 
1978 --over $650 million in the federal budget, over $300 
million in state and local budgets, and almost $900 million 
in private health insurance and payments by individuals. _ 
In fiscal year 1980, total savings will exceed $5.5 bi:j.l!on. 

These savings will slow a devastating inflationary trend, 
which doubles health costs every five years. This year health 
care will cost an average of over $700 for every man, woman, 
and. child. Each worker's share of our Nation's health bill 
will·. require more "than a month's work, 

' 
For the federal budget, rising health spending has meant 

a tripling of health outlays over the last eight years. With
out immediate action, the Federal government's bill for 
Medicare and Medicaid -- which provide health care for our 
elderly and poor citizens -- will jump nearly 23 percent next 
year, to $32 billion, 

Rising health costs attack state and local governments ' 
as well. State and local Medicaid expenditures have grown · 
from $3 billion in 1971 to $7 billion in 1976, forcing cutbacks 
which harm the low income recipients of the program. 

Unrestrained health costs also restrict our ability t_o 
plan necessary improvements in our health care syste;1. I 
am determined, for example, to phase in a workable program of 
national health insurance. But with current inflation, the 
cost of any national health insurance program the Administr.ation 
and the Congress will develop will double in just five years. 

Finally, uncontrolled medical care spending undermines 
our efforts to establish a balanced health policy. Medical 
care is only one determinant of our people's health. The 
leading cause of death for Americans under 40 is motor vehicle 
'lCCidents. The leading causes of death for older Americans -
!eart disease and cancer -- are directly related to our 
working conditions and our eating, drinking, smoking, and 
exercise habits, We can better confront these broader health 
problems if we can limit the increase in soaring medical 
~~~e costs. 

Containing hospital cost increases is of central 
impor'"ance. Hospitals absorb 40 cents from each of our 
natic 's health care dollars, and the cost of hospital 
service is rising faster than the cost of other health 
services. As in recent years, our country's total hospital 
bill this year will climb 15 percent -- to $6~ billion. 

Since 1950, the cost of a day's stay in the hospital 
has increased more than 1,000 percent -- over eight times 
the rise in the Consumer Price Index. Today, the average 
hospital stay costs over $1,300; just 12 years ago, a 
slightly shorter stay cost less than $300. Thi~ relentless 
increase places a severe burden on all of us -- and strikes 
hardest at the poor and the elderly. 

more 
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To control escalating hospital costa, some have proposed 
to cap Medicare and Medicaid expenditures. Such a federal 
spending limit would encourage hospitals to reduce their 
services to low-income and elderly patients and to recoup 
rising expenses by increasing their charges to all other 
Americans. In contrast, the legislation I am proposing 
today reduces the growth in federal Medicare/Medicaid 
expenditures without imposing such severe new burdens on 
other purchasers of health services. 

This legislation is not a wage-price control program. 
It places no restrictions on the hospital's ability to 
determine its charges for any particular service. It places 
no limit on the size of any wage demand or settlement. The 
program establishes an overall limit on the rate of increase 
in reimbursements, pePrnittlng doctors and hospital adminis
trators to allocate their own resources efficiently, 
responding to local needs and individual circumstances. 

This proposal relies heavily on the initiatives of the 
private sector. For it to succeed, businesses, unions, and 
insurers, working with providers, must continue to pursue 
innovative techniques for reducing the cost of high-quality 
health care. The private sector's response to the challenges 
of cost containment will help decide its future role in our 
nealth care system. 

The federal sector must also hold down the costs of its 
own hospitals. The Administration will carefully review the 
operating and capital expenditures of federal health facilities, 
to insure that unwarranted increases do not occur. Further, 
we will eliminate unnecessary federal regulations which lead 
to increased costs for all hospitals. 

Our hospital cost containment system is transitional. It 
is intended to flow directly into a long-term prospective 
reimbursement system, which will not accept a hospital's base 
cost as given. The long-tePrn system will be able to analyze 
and compare base costs and provide greater incentives to 
those hospitals which are most efficient. The Congress and 
the Administration are already at work on this long-range 
system. 

At the same time, I am committed to strengthening 
competition in the health industry. For example, we should 
encourage HMOs and other organizational arrangements which 
give providers an incentive to reduce costs, and we should 
encourage consumers to become more aware of the charges of 
different providers. 

Finally, all of us -- consumers and providers -- must 
work together to reduce the unnecessary use of hospital 
facilities and services. By cutting down excessive 
utilization we can help preserve our valuable resources. 

II. Child Health Assessment Program (CHAP). 

The second piece of legislation I aQ proposing today, 
the CHAP Program, will replace Medicaid's Early and Periodic 
Screening, Diagnosis and Treatment Program (EPSDT) for 
children. The CHAP legislation, which calls for new 
expenditures of $180 million, will; 

more 



Raise from 55 percent to over 75 percent the average 
federal payment to the sta~e1 for health care provided to 
children whose health needs ~re assessed under the program. 

Extend benefits to children under age six whose 
family income level makes them eligible for assistance but 
who do not meet additional state eligibility requirements. 

Encourage states to assure the availability of 
comprehensive health providers for low-income children. 

Assure continuity of treatment by providing care for 
children six months after the family's eligibility f0r 
assistance otherwise term~nates. 

-- Improve the federal program enforcement mechanism. 

Like the cost containment program, the CHAP legislation 
is a crucial first step, Other children's health programs 
also require significant improvement, and the Administration 
Will take steps to meet these needs. But the CHAP program is 
urgently needed to assure that more low-income children 
receive regular, high-quality primary and preventive care. 

Currently, twelve million children are eligible for 
Medicaid, yet the EPSDT program is reaching only two million. 
Further, only slightly more than half of all children screened 
actually receive treatment for conditions that are identified. 
'rhe CHAP program will assist the states in rectifying these 
deficiencies. 

I call upon the Congress to act favorably on both of our 
new health initiatives, 

JIMMY CARTER 

THE WHITE HOUSE, 

April 25, 1977 . 

• • • ' 




